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ABSTRACT

We presentXMM-Newton EPIC and OM observations of
the Laor et al. sample of the Palomar Green quasars. A
power-law provides a reasonable fit to the 2–5 keV region
of the X-ray spectra; extrapolation of this power-law to
the full XMM/EPIC range reveals a soft excess below 2
keV in most objects. A single power-law provides a poor
fit to the full range and instead a broken power-law is
used. We show that the low- and high-energy components
of this broken power-law are tightly-correlated (r = 0.97,
to within 99% confidence), suggesting a common origin.
This result places important constraints on attempts to
fit the soft X-ray emission with a thermal model. Fi-
nally, preliminary study of the broad-band (optical–X-
ray) spectral energy distribution suggests that accretion
disc models are not able to represent the soft X-ray region
of the spectrum, adding support to the conclusion that the
soft X-ray emission may be non-thermal in origin.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The Laor et al. (1997) sample of PG quasars is a sub-
set of the optically-selected Bright Quasar Survey which,
in order to create a sample which is complete and repre-
sentative of most quasars in terms of their X-ray proper-
ties, has been further constrained by redshift (z ≤ 0.4)
and column density (nHGal < 1.9 × 1020). ROSAT ob-
servations in the 0.2–2.0 keV range were obtained and
presented by Laor et al. (1997). We have usedXMM-
Newton to update theROSAT observations, providing a
much wider X-ray spectral coverage (0.3–10.0 keV, al-
though we note that we were able to use only 0.7–10.0
keV for the MOS cameras due to calibration problems at
low energy), higher energy resolution and a high S/N ra-
tio, and also providing simultaneous optical and UV data
from the Optical Monitor.

We note that full details of the results of this study are

presented in Brocksopp et al. 2005.

2. RESULTS

We find that a simple absorbed power-law is a good fit
to the 2–5 keV region of the spectrum and that extrapo-
lation to low energies reveals the presence of a soft ex-
cess in most objects. Such a power-law provides a poor
fit to the full XMM/EPIC range (0.3–10.0 keV). Instead
we use a broken power-law plus Galactic absorption and
iron line, which is a successful fit to the spectra in most
cases. Four of the quasars show evidence for additional
(presumably intrinsic) absorption. Twelve of the sources
show evidence for an iron line, but with low significance
(< 2σ) in most cases. An example of one of the fits, for
PG 1115+407, is shown in the top left corner of Fig. 1.

We have plotted various combinations of spectral param-
eters and line and continuum luminosities for comparison
with the plots in Laor et al. (1997). We confirm the cor-
relations found by these authors. But our most significant
correlation is the extremely tight relationship (Spearman
rank correlation coefficient,r = 0.97 to > 99% confi-
dence) between the photon indices of the low- and high-
energy components of the broken power-law. There are
a number of discrepant points (labeled in the bottom left
panel of Fig. 1 but we find that these objects are atypical,
containing a warm absorber and/or are labelled as “X-ray
weak” by Laor et al. (1997). The bottom left panel of
Fig. 1 shows an expanded view of the same plot, with the
best-fit straight line drawn through the points.

In addition to the EPIC X-ray spectra, we have obtained
XMM/OM data for each of the Laor et al. quasars. All
optical–X-ray broad-band spectra have been plotted and a
sample plot (again for PG 1115+407) is shown in the top
right panel of Fig. 1. The spectrum is in the observed-
frame of the quasar, the vertical dotted line represents the
position of the Lyman break and all points have been cor-
rected for Galactic absorption.

Also plotted are four accretion disc models; best-fit
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ΓLowΓHigh = 0.39 + 0.63

ΓHigh = ΓLow

Figure 1. Top row: Sample EPIC (left) and OM–EPIC (right) spectra for one of the Laor et al. quasars, PG 1115+407.
Both are plotted inνFν-space (or equivalent) in the observed-frame of the quasar. The EPIC spectrum is over-plotted by
an absorbed broken power-law model. The broad-band spectrum is over-plotted by four accretion disc models: best-fit
Kerr (solid), best-fit Schwarzschild (dashed), published mass Kerr (dotted), published mass Schwarschild (dot-dashed),
all of which have been fit to the OM data-points. The vertical dotted line represents the Lyman limit. Bottom row: The
tight correlation (r = 0.97) between the high- and low-energy photon-indices of the broken power-law for each quasar in
the sample. The discrepant points in the left-hand plot are mainly those which contain warm absorbers and/or defined as
“X-ray weak” (Laor et al., 1997). The right-hand plot shows an expanded view of the same correlation and the equation
of the best-fit straight line through the points.

Kerr (solid line), best-fit Schwarzschild (dashed line),
best-fit Kerr using published mass estimate (dotted line)
and best-fit Schwarzschild using published mass estimate
(dot-dashed line). These models are modified Czerny &
Elvis (1989) accretion disc curves (Siemiginowska et al.
1995) and are parametrised in terms of black hole mass,
angle of inclination and mass accretion rate (Kerr mod-
els) or luminosity (Schwarzschild models). They have
been fit to the OM photometry alone and the best fit ob-
tained by minimisingχ2.

In all cases we find that the disc models which fit the
OM data most successfully are not able to represent the
soft X-ray excess. We also find that fitting the disc
model predicts masses which are significantly different
from the estimates published in the literature; indeed a
number of the published masses provide very poor fits to
the OM data. In general the Schwarzschild models pro-
vide better fits than the Kerr models. Furthermore some
of the Kerr models overpredict the soft-X-ray flux (e.g.
PG 1402+261).

3. CONCLUSIONS

By using simple phenomenological models to fit these
data, we are able to place important constraints on which
physical models are appropriate for describing the spec-

tra of the Laor et al. sample of quasars. The tight cor-
relation between the low- and high-energy components
of the broken power-law suggest that both components
are produced in the same region of the system and by
the same emission mechanism. This would appear to
rule out thermal disc emission, particularly given the fail-
ure of the disc models to represent the soft X-ray ex-
cess in the SEDs above. Instead models invoking non-
thermal mechanisms should be used. Detailed investiga-
tion of these alternative models will be the subject of fu-
ture work, including consideration of the radio emission
and jet models often used to describe the SEDs of black
hole X-ray binaries.
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